
Connecting your marketing/lead 
info in Adobe Analytics and SFDC in  
one hour with our proprietary  
data integration technology

Adobe Analytics + Salesforce Integration



Adobe Analytics + Salesforce 
Integration is . . .
1. A data stitching application that integrates your SFDC data into

Adobe Analytics.

2. An immediate access to key data points including down-funnel
conversions from MQL to pipeline to closed deals and revenue.

3. An easy integration of customer attributes from SFDC into AA. 

4. A vital import into your existing AA Workspace for powerful
insights—from viewing content influence on revenue to full-funnel
analysis to true journey analytics.



Why AA+SFDC Integration is a  
game changer . . .

1. Easy set-up in one hour

2. Unlimited conversions

3. More Customer Attributes—and More Powerful Customer Attributes

4. Connect Multiple CRMs



Reason to believe #1  
Our solution gets AA+SFDC connected in 
one hour

  Easy set up in 60 minutes. 
 
  GA takes multiple, manual steps and configurations. This  
  integration will drag out for months with multiple frustrations.
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Here’s why GA is not OOTB:
1.  Requires several manual configurations  
2. Requires involvement from multiple teams and expertise 
3. https://support.google.com/analytics/answer/7584446?hl=ens  

https://support.google.com/analytics/answer/7584446?hl=ens


2018 case study: US manufacturing company

Headache after headache with GA SFDC: 
-Overall implementation took 5 months 

-Setting up GA ID with SFDC took 10 weeks, 6 meetings with 
multiple teams and outsourced consultants. 
-Client spent 8 weeks just to get Pardot forms and form handlers 
connected 

-Thousands of dollars wasted on meetings, email disconnects, and 
reconnects. 



Reason to believe #2 
Unlimited Conversions

You want to see lead statuses 
and opportunity stages in 
multiple dimensions to do your 
job properly—our integration 
delivers this  

GA is limited to lead statuses, 
opportunity stages and single 
custom fields.  

Google-SFDC Our AA+SFDC Integration
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Reason to believe #3  
More Customer Attributes and More 
Powerful Customer Attributes

With our solution you can configure Customer attributes and take 
both the Lead and the Contact 

GA can only take the attributes off of the Lead.  

GA SFDC  
Customer Attributes Capability

AA+SFDC  
Customer Attributes Capability
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Reason to believe #4 
We Connect Multiple CRMs 

Our AA+SFDC Integration configures multiple SFDC instances and 
other CRM instances 

GA can’t handle multiple CRMs or non-SFDC CRMs 

GA SFDC AA+SFDC 
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*available late spring '19



Adobe + SFDC Integration beats the 
competition because . . .

Ease of setup
Visitor ID passthrough

Customizable 
conversions 

Customer 
attributes

Extremely tedious, manual 
process involving multiple teams

Fully automated with Adobe 
Launch extension

Only integrates lead statuses, opportunity 
stages, or any single custom field

Integrates any 
conversion metric

Only integrates customer attributes on 
Lead (not Contact or Account)

Able to integrate from 
Lead, Contact or Account

Multiple 
CRMs

Only integrates with a single instance of 
Salesforce (not any other CRMs)

Integrates multiple instances of Salesforce 
(developing integrations with Dynamics ond others)









 Analysis Workspace View . . .



 Analysis Workspace View . . .



Thank you! 
nate@thestokegroup.com 
sam@thestokegroup.com 
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